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This ‘n That ... 

Introducing your Newsletter Collaboration Team ... 

Editor:  Sandra Ball ~ Arizona 

Co-Editor:  Jackie Maye Olsen ~ Pennsylvania 

 

Our special thank you to Deborah Harpur and Style for 
contributing interviews from around the country. 

 

 
Contact email:  MidAtlanticrtc@cox.net or  midatlanticterrier@yahoo.com 

Did you know ... you do not have to live in the Mid-Atlantic region to be a member of the club.  
 
By joining you will find a supportive group of like minded friends who have Rat Terriers and who participate at a  
variety of events with their dogs. You don't even have to participate in any events to join and still find support from 
those who love the breed. All you need is to love the Rat Terrier breed. Finding sponsors is pretty easy, just ask and 
someone will step up. The application is at the back of this newsletter to make it easy for you and you can pay dues 
via PayPal or snail mail.  
 
Right now our club newsletter is made public, but at some point that will probably not be the case. We welcome  
contributions in the form of brags about your dog successes in any event (AKC only for conformation), love photos of 
your dog just being a Rattie, and if you have ideas for something you'd like to see in the newsletter please let us know.  
Email any newsletter contributions directly to Sandra at midatlanticrtc@cox.net OR you can send to the club email 
at midatlanticratterrier@yahoo.com. 

 

We are continually looking for photos, articles, 
and news to include in a future newsletter.  

Please send us anything that you think might be 
of interest.  Providing us with URL links for  

potential items is welcome too.  We LOVE photos 
of the Rat Terrier doing those things that they 
were bred to do, plus any of them doing the  

various performance events (Lure coursing, Barn 
Hunt, rally or  obedience, agility, and on and on).  
Help us make this newsletter something that you 

look forward to and want to keep. 

Board of  Directors 
 

Amy Miskiewicz ~ President 
Stacy McWilliams  ~ Vice-President 

Jackie Maye Olsen ~ Secretary 
Judith Babarsky ~ Treasurer 

John Capurso ~ Corresponding 
Secretary 
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So … you want a new puppy 

What do you look for in a breeder? 

By Sandra Ball 

 

The time has arrived and you are ready to make the plunge … you want a new puppy.  Where do you research?  

There are many ways to approach such important decisions, but some are fraught with the possibility of    

heartbreak.  Why?  Some people breed puppies with “papers”, but they pay no attention to breeding dogs that 

are as genetically healthy as possible.  They are sometimes running a puppy mill and sometimes they are just 

the neighbor who dabbles in breeding to make a little extra cash.  None of those situations would likely involve 

doing the basic breed specific genetic screening which is important to the health and longevity of the puppies 

produced. I hope this is a helpful article about how to screen potential breeders. I confess that I am very biased 

towards purchasing from a breeder who does comprehensive genetic testing.  I look for what is recommended 

by the Canine Health Information Center (CHIC) for that breed.  I will admit to learning my lessons the hard way 

and having my heart broken in the process. 

I suggest that you become familiar with the two great resource sites listed below: 

The Orthopedic Foundation for Animals (OFA) is a site which records the genetic testing results 

that a breeder or owner submits for public information.  Some testing is done and sent directly to 

the OFA for evaluation (hip and elbow x-rays, for example) and the breeder and/or owner will 

indicate on the form whether or not they wish to have failing results reported publicly.   Anyone 

can research the public database that this site has to offer to discover recorded results for a spe-

cific breed or a specific dog.  It is an excellent tool that has high value for breeders and puppy 

buyers alike.  It is also an imperfect tool because not everyone will choose to submit their testing 

results for recording.  www.ofa.org  

Canine Health Information Center (CHIC) is a site that lists specific testing that is required or sug-

gested by the national parent club for the breed.  The parent club is recognized or approved by 

the American Kennel Club (AKC) or United Kennel Club (UKC) depending on whether they recog-

nize that breed.  If a dog has had all of the required testing performed and recorded in the OFA 

database, the dog will be issued a CHIC number.  That number does not indicate if the dog passed 

the testing. It only indicates that the testing was done.  http://www.caninehealthinfo.org/ 

http://www.ofa.org
http://www.caninehealthinfo.org/
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How in the world do you begin the search?  It can be daunting.  It requires work, perseverance, and diligence.  

But the effort will pay off.  To begin, there are many approaches you might take: 

 Ask friends. Facebook is a great place to make the initial query. 

 Look for breed specific groups on Facebook and inquire there. 

 Go to dog shows in your area and watch the breed that you are interested in as it is being judged.  

Talk to the exhibitors and learn all that you can from them.  I do caution to take criticism of another 

breeder cautiously – Yes, jealousy does exist!  Do your research beyond what someone tells you 

about another person.  I usually file such comments in my mind as interesting to know, but I seek to 

discover for myself because … well, I know people have their biases.   

 Google for the breed and check out websites for any breeders who catch your eye.  Beware that 

there are unscrupulous breeders who do indeed take photos from a highly respected and successful 

breeder’s site and use them as their own.  Check out photos using https://www.tineye.com to     

determine if they belong on the site. (I conducted a brief search for some photos and did not have 

any hits, so I am not certain about how effective this tool is.  It is, however, another potential option 

in your quest for information and was recommended by a friend who has had success using it.)   

 When you have found a breeder who interests you it is time to begin more in depth research.  This 

is where the Orthopedic Foundation for Animals is quite helpful.  I search for kennel names or     

specific dog names in their database. I am looking to see just how much testing is being done.  Do 

keep in mind that some breeders will not allow OFA to publish all results, but only “passing” results. 

This does a great disservice to the breed, but it does happen.  Some breeders do not record all of 

their testing results on OFA. I have never understood why they do not, but I am not trying to imply 

that those who do not are not being honest.  It is just a “deal breaker” for me if they do not record 

with OFA (remember, I said that I was biased).  You have to decide for yourself if their paperwork 

satisfies you or if you want a breeder who records on the OFA site. 

 Some breeders do minimal testing such as: if your breed has a genetic test for a specific eye 

disorder, that is all they test for (see below).   

 Other breeders will follow much or most of what the Canine Information Health Center   

suggests for the breed.  Some national breed clubs have a list of required tests that a   

breeder must complete before they get their CHIC certification.  The dog does not have to 

pass the tests, but it must have had all tests done which are required by the national breed 

club for that specific breed.  These tests can include:  hip and elbow dysplasia, Progressive 

Rod Cone Degeneration-Progressive Retinal Atrophy (PRCD-PRA), Primary Lens Luxation 

(PLL), cardiac evaluation, patella luxation, BAER (hearing), dentition and so many more.   

https://www.tineye.com
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 If you find an advertisement in your local paper for a puppy at a cheaper price, you can probably as-

sume it has not had any genetic testing done on its parents.  Be careful.  You might hit the jackpot 

and end up with a wonderful lifelong companion OR you might end up with the heartbreaker.   

 If the breeder says that he/she tests and provides paperwork to “prove” it, I recommend that 

you check it out on the OFA site.  Unfortunately I know of a dog seizure case where the  

breeder forged certain genetic testing documents to give the false impression that the puppy 

was tested or his/her parents were tested. 

 If you go to see the puppy and are smitten by a little face, remember this is a lifelong         

commitment and that you need to do more research.  If the price is too good to be true, you 

are likely not getting a puppy from tested bloodlines and all too often you get what you pay 

for and then end up paying for the rest of that dog’s natural life. 

Below is a sample of an OFA report on a Rat Terrier that I own.  You can see that extensive testing was done on 

him as part of my dedication to the breed. You can see that he is a carrier for the Primary Lens Luxation (PLL) and 

this information is valuable to a breeder who would choose to breed him. He should only be bred to a bitch that 

is “clear” (i.e. does not carry that gene) to avoid offspring who are affected by PRA.   
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The OFA report above will also show you any recorded testing results for the sire, dam, siblings, half-siblings, 

and offspring of the dog you are researching.  This can be a very valuable tool in learning more about the 

bloodlines of the puppy you are evaluating. 

 Also, Google the name of the breeder and combine it with words like “problem”, “red flag”, 

“issues” and so on.  You never know what you might turn up by using the search engines to your 

advantage. 

 Take the time to check out www.akc.org for your breed’s official standard.  Know what is             

considered a disqualification for the breed.   

Before you begin serious conversation with a breeder, take the time to compile a list of what it is that you 

want in a puppy.  What goals do you have?  Do you want a conformation puppy, a performance puppy, or just 

a well-rounded pet? What do you absolutely NOT want in a puppy?  For example:  I am not overly fond of soft 

puppies.  By soft I mean a puppy who cannot take a fair correction without melting.  I find that such a puppy 

will not thrive with me.  I do like a very intelligent puppy with drive and one that will “push back” a bit while 

not being over the top with the civil disobedience. There is a balance.  Every person has preferences and      

dislikes regarding a puppy and future dog.  Be honest with yourself and with the breeder about what it is you 

want because this will give you, the breeder and the puppy the best chance at finding a successful lifelong 

match in a companion. 

After doing your research, when you have that conversation with a breeder about their puppies, you will be 

more informed and you will also be seeking specific answers from them.  Some questions you may want to ask 

the breeder might be: 

 What genetic testing have they done?  Results? 

 What vaccinations has the puppy had (check with your veterinarian about what he/she                 

recommends)?  Has the puppy had a health exam by a veterinarian? 

 Can you visit and see the parents? (Not all breeders have the stud dog on the premises – many 

breeders do send their bitches out for breeding).  If you visit: pay attention to the social behavior of 

the dogs, cleanliness of puppies and environment, and if the dogs appear well cared for.   

 Ask for references.  

http://www.akc.org
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 What sort of activities does the breeder do with their dogs:  Conformation?  Agility?  Obedience? 

Barn Hunt? Herding? Tracking? And so on.  Is the breeder an active participant in the dogs’ lives or 

just breeding to sell puppies? 

 Are they active with local clubs, any breed clubs, or breed rescue? And so on. 

When you reach the point of saying that you want a puppy from this particular breeder and the breeder has 

approved you for one of his/her puppies it is time to ask about the contract that you will likely need to sign.  

Read the contract!  C-A-R-E-F-U-L-L-Y.  If you do not agree with the terms – STOP!  If the terms are non-

negotiable, move on and find a new breeder.  This is very important because you must be willing to adhere to 

the terms of the contract and not all breeders are fair in what they expect or demand.  By signing the con-

tract you are giving your word and you are agreeing to the contents. 

There is nothing more exciting than picking out and bringing home that new and special little furry member 

of your home.  I hope these suggestions and information are helpful as you begin your quest for that life-long 

companion to your home.   
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Photo by Sue Lee Ringwelski 
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~ Beginning with this issue ~ 

Watch for her interviews with Rat Terriers from all over the country.  

Style knows how to get them to tell their secrets!!   

Style’s transcribing assistant  is Deb Harpur. 
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It’s me, Puppy Style and I’m not so busy today so I’m interviewing myself. I hope you find this interview totally 
fascinating.  

What is your every day name, where do you live and how old are you? My name is Style. I live in Los Angeles, 
CA and I am 7 months old.  

What is your super fancy dog show name and who gave you that name? Blackwoods She’s Got Brazile’n Style 
is my fancy name. My mom named me after a cowgirl named Style Brazile. Her daddy and mommy are super 
famous in Rodeo and mommy met Style (who is a human girl) and she was the most mannered, pretty and 
spunky girl she could remember meeting in a long time. And she said to herself, If I get a girl puppy, I’d like it to 
be just like Style. So when I came along and mommy fell in love w me, I was named Style. So I get called Puppy 
Style so you know it’s not human Style she’s calling.  

What is the name your mommy calls you when you are super naughty? HEY YOU! PUP PY 
STYLEEEEEEEEEEEEE. NO MA’AM! Is what she calls me.  

Who are your doggie mommy and daddy? My doggie daddy is Colt. He lives in Texas w gramma Amanda. My 
doggie mommy is Courage, she lives with Grandma Jackie in Anza, CA.  

Who introduced your mommy and daddy – meaning who is your breeder? I’m not sure if it was grandma 
Jackie or gramma Amanda who introduced them, but I know I was born at Grandma Jackies house and I’ve got 
her kennel name, so I’m gonna guess it was her. I heard they were really in love. But they don’t live together 
anymore. But my human mommy and daddy still live together so I’m not from a broken home. 

What is it like where you live? What does it look like outside?  I live near the port of Los Angeles. That’s in 
Southern California. It’s a city. Lots of houses and some refineries and stores and stuff but there’s room too. We 
go 3 miles up the road and there are horse trails and stuff. If we got across the street from our work (and my 
agility yard) there is ocean water. Not the pretty beach kind of water, but flat smooth water with giant ships in 
it. But if we go a couple miles past that there is a beach. I haven’t got to go to the beach yet but I can smell it 
and almost every day a seagull comes to our yard and invites me to come over.  

What kind of dog sports or activity do you like to do?  My family is very active in agility. I am learning that. 
When not training, I like to run amok and herd the border collies Bunnee and Gabriel, play with toys with my 
sisters Tierney, LCpie and Gigi or destuff a toy and make it look like snow all over the house. That is super fun. 

Which sport / activity are you best at? Killing toys for sure.  But I got my CGC and my STAR Puppy so I must be 
good at manners too. I’m really good at sitting still near horses too, and giving them kisses on their big noses. 
That’s cause I’m part cowgirl.  

Is there a dog sport or activity that you would love to do? When I learn how to swim maybe I’ll go dock diving 
with Bunnee.  

Would you like to share any accomplishments, etc with us? I learned how to potty outside and on a piddle 
pad. And I learned to jump up on the bed and claim MY spot. Oh and I’m a supermodel. I pose and look good 
and people take my picture.  
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Who is your handler/ handlers in your various activites? My mommy Deborah Davidson Harpur 

What do you reward your handler with for a job well done? Kisses! I kiss her inside her nose and then all 
over her mouth and cheek! 

If you were not a rat terrier what breed do you think you would be and why?  I’d be a cowgirl and compete 
in the rodeo.  

What do you think is your best asset?  I make dog collars and stuff look good.  

What does your human think is your best asset?  She says I’m spunky but have manners… most of the time.  

Do you have any enemies? What do you do if you see that enemy?  I have not gotten one yet. I need to find 
myself a MORTAL ENEMY so I can see them and say GRRRRRR mortal enemy grrrrrrrr!  

What is your most embarrassing moment? I guess when I was a baby and great aunt Kadoodle scared me. I 
piddled and ran and hid.  

Have you ever done something that you thought was perfectly fine, but your human thought was super 
yucky, embarrassing or funny?  The only thing I can think of is when I threw up in the car and then ate it up 
again. Mommy said YUCK GROSS! But I knew it had to be good ‘cause Gigi was trying to steal it away from 
me. 
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Do you like to wear outfits?  No, but as a supermodel I wear what I’m told and then they give me rewards. I 
do like my coat when it’s cold. I heard there are doggies who live in the snow that do not wear coats at all! I 
get shivery when it’s 50 degrees. Sometimes when it’s 60 and breezy. I just wore a coat yesterday ‘cause I was 
cold and it’s June.  

What would you like to be known for in the rat terrier community?  I want to follow in the footsteps of  
Rickie Roo and be a world famous Roving Reporter. My sister Tierney was a reporter for USDAA last year, but 
I’m gonna try to take her job away this year.   
 
Do you have a doggie hero or someone you look up to? Rickie Roo. She died before I was born but she was 
super famous and really helped out a lot of charities and spread the word about the importance of genetic 
testing. She was super special. I heard she was super naughty though, so I’m not sure if I can be quite that 
naughty. OH and Mr. Willis. I want to be martian royalty just like he is, and all the other calico rat terriers. Did 
you know that calico rat terriers are royalty on mars and must be treated as so? My sister Tierney is royalty 
and I’m not. Since Mr. Willis is my brother in law and he was married to Rickie Roo, I’m kinda adopted Royalty, 
but not really and boy do Tierney and her littermate twin Maple let me know that. I’m honorary royalty but 
not REAL martian royalty so I will never ever get my spaceship driving permit. It’s simply not allowed. Since 
Mr. Willis is king of the martians, I think he’s my hero too.  

Why do you like about MARTC? I like winning stuff in the raffle. I won a WELCOME stick and now mommy 
uses it to whack daddy in the butt when he’s being cranky. OR she hits it on the table to yell SHUTTTTT 
UPPPPPPPP! When all of us dogs are going nuts in the office. It is a super cool stick.  

Well, it’s been a pleasure interviewing myself. I must say it’s easier to ask the questions than to answer them. 

Puppy Style. 
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The 10 Human Medications Most Dangerous to Dogs 
 
Dr. Kevin Fitzgerald | September 06, 2016 
 

 
 
One of the most dangerous rooms of the house with regard to accidental poisonings is 
the bedroom, on account of the nightstand next to the bed. Many adult dogs and teething 
puppies sleep in the bed with their humans, and thus have easy access to the drugs on 
that nightstand. Medications left on counters in kitchens and bathrooms find their way  
into the stomachs of bored dogs, too. 
 
If your dog ever does happen to ingest human medication, bring the original container to 
the veterinarian. The original bottle or package can tell you which drug is involved, what 
strength, how many pills or tablets were in the container, and possibly the manufacturer’s 
recommendations concerning poisoning. 
 
DANGEROUS DRUGS 
 

The most common human medications to cause poisoning in dogs include: 

http://www.akc.org/learn/family-dog/timeline-of-puppy-teething/
http://www.akc.org/learn/family-dog/timeline-of-puppy-teething/
http://www.akc.org/learn/family-dog/timeline-of-puppy-teething/
http://www.akc.org/learn/family-dog/timeline-of-puppy-teething/
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The nonsteroidal anti-inflammatory drugs (NSAIDs) are widely used and readily  
available — many of these can be purchased over the counter. These drugs are used to 
treat pain, inflammation, and fever in people. Examples of NSAIDs include aspirin,  
ibuprofen, naproxen, and indomethacin. In dogs, orally ingested NSAIDs are rapidly 
absorbed. Most achieve peak concentrations in the blood within three hours. The most 
commonly seen side effects of these medications are gastrointestinal irritation and  
damage to the GI tract. 
 
At recommended dosages, NSAIDs have little effect on the kidneys, but in cases of  
overdose (and also with chronic usage) renal damage has occurred. The simultaneous 
use of two NSAIDs can lead to kidney dysfunction. Additionally, NSAID overdose has 
caused clotting problems and liver disease. These drugs can also react with other drugs. 
 
Another readily available human medication often used to treat pain and inflammation in 
dogs is acetaminophen. This drug, sold as Tylenol and other brand names, can be  
obtained both over the counter and in some prescription preparations. Exposure to dogs 
usually occurs through administration of acetaminophen by uninformed but well-meaning 
owners intending to treat fever, pain, or inflammation in their animal. Poisoning can occur 
from a single exposure to a large dose or from chronic exposure to a low dose. 
 
Acetaminophen poisoning in dogs causes injury to the liver and, in high enough dosages, 
even liver failure. Clinical signs can include lethargy, loss of appetite, belly pain, and 
jaundice. Swelling of the face and paws is also commonly seen. Cats are even more  
sensitive than dogs to acetaminophen — clinical signs can result from ingesting a single 
tablet. 
 
Medications used for attention-deficit disorder and hyperactivity contain 
amphetamine, a potent stimulant. Ingestion of these medications by dogs can lead to life
-threatening tremors, seizures, elevated body temperature, and even cardiac and  
respiratory arrest. 

http://www.akc.org/learn/dog-health/common-canine-diseases/
http://www.akc.org/learn/family-dog/dog-fever-and-temperature/
http://www.akc.org/learn/dog-health/signs-that-your-pooch-is-in-pain/
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Blood pressure medications, like ACE inhibitors and beta blockers, can cause  
weakness, stumbling, and dangerously low blood pressure. 
 
Medications designed to aid with sleep, like Xanax, Ambien, and Valium, can cause 
dogs to become lethargic, seem intoxicated and, in some cases, have dangerously 
slowed breathing rates. Some dogs become severely agitated after ingesting these 
drugs. 
 
 

Treatment 

The vast majority of these accidental intoxications can be successfully managed with  
early treatment. For poisonings, the best outcomes involve seeking immediate advice 
from your veterinarian followed by aggressive, proactive treatment, if necessary. Your vet 
may suggest making the animal vomit if ingestion just occurred, but your pet may also 
need intravenous fluid support or treatment with specific medications and antidotes to 
combat the toxin. Always check with your veterinarian before starting any treatments to 
neutralize the poison. 
 
It’s important to note that time is of the essence for many of these poisonings, and most 
treatments are best done at a veterinary hospital. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Reprinted with permission from the American Kennel Club 
 
 

http://www.akc.org/content/health/articles/the-10-human-medications-most-dangerous-to-dogs/?
utm_source=newsletter&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=health-20170321  

https://www.akcreunite.org/pph/
http://www.akc.org/content/health/articles/the-10-human-medications-most-dangerous-to-dogs/?utm_source=newsletter&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=health-20170321
http://www.akc.org/content/health/articles/the-10-human-medications-most-dangerous-to-dogs/?utm_source=newsletter&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=health-20170321
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Socializing Your Puppy: Why “Later” Is Too Late 
 
 
 
 
It’s a common scenario. 
 
You’ve just brought home your new puppy.  Eight weeks old, all roly-poly fluff and cute as a button. 
You’ve heard that puppies need to be “socialized,” and you definitely plan to work on that when you 
get a chance.  Maybe sign up for a class with your local trainer, or start taking her for walks around 
the neighborhood.  But not just yet. 
 
You’ll start when the weather gets warmer.  When your work schedule eases up a bit and you have 
more time.  When the kids go back to school.  And you want to make sure she’s had all her shots 
first, right?  There will be plenty of time for socializing later. 
 
Wrong. 
 
Unfortunately for many new puppy owners, it’s easy to assume that there’s no need to worry about 
training or behavior issues at such a young age.  I talk to owners about puppy kindergarten classes 
and socialization during every new puppy exam at our veterinary clinic, and it’s a constant refrain: 
“Oh, we don’t need to start anything like that yet.  She’s doing fine right now, no problems.  Maybe 
when she’s older.” 
 
The fact is, “when she’s older” will be far too late.  Scientifically, here’s the reason why:  puppies go 
through a critical socialization period from 6 to 16 weeks of age that will dramatically impact their  
behavior for the rest of their lives.  During this period, their brains are like tiny sponges – soaking up 
everything they experience and filing it away for the future. 
 
(I should note here that some experts in the field consider the socialization period to end as early as 
12 weeks, and there is also some evidence to suggest differences in the optimal socialization  
window for different breeds – which is a fascinating topic in itself, but beyond the scope of today’s 
post!  Suffice it to say, as a general rule of thumb, 16 weeks is a good estimation.) 
Whatever puppies see at this age, they will consider a normal part of life as adults.  Kids on  
bicycles?  Fine.  People with umbrellas and shiny coats?  No problem.  Lawnmowers, crying babies, 
men with beards and hats – for a well-socialized puppy, these things are all a normal part of the 
world around them. 
 
BUT… beyond 16 weeks, something happens.  New things, which before were accepted with  
cheerful curiosity and a wagging tail, are now met with suspicion.  Anything that the pup has not  
already encountered is automatically assumed to be dangerous and scary – so bicycles, umbrellas, 
lawnmowers, etc. are now terrifying monsters to be barked at or cowered away from.  You may have 
met adult dogs who are fearful of everyday objects or unfamiliar people; in many cases, this is the 
end result of poor socialization during this all-important period. 
 
This is actually a pretty staggering fact – nothing “bad” has to happen at all.  A simple lack of  
exposure at the right time can result in an adult dog who is unable to cope with normal life.  And in 
practice, this is one of the saddest things I see. 
 
Why are dogs wired this way?  From an evolutionary standpoint, in the wild, having a short window 
of time for accepting new things makes a lot of survival sense.  For wolves, coyotes, and foxes (the 
domestic dog’s closest wild relatives) as well as for feral dogs living on their own, odds are high that 
anything truly “new” is bad news – something that may hurt or kill them. 

http://www.drjensdogblog.com/socializing-your-puppy-why-later-is-too-late/
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Thus, there’s an expiration date on how long the canine brain is open to novel experiences.  An adult 
wolf or coyote that happily walks up to unfamiliar things (like other predators, cars, or even humans) 
won’t survive long.  Even though our pet dogs lead comparatively protected lives with little to fear 
from their environment, they have inherited this hard-wired behavior pattern from their more cautious 
ancestors.  This is why no amount of cajoling and coaxing can convince a poorly socialized  
adolescent dog that a plastic bag blowing across the parking lot is no big deal – to her, escaping 
from it or defending herself is a matter of life or death. 
 
So when should you start actively socializing your puppy?  Right now.  As soon as possible.  From 
the very first day your new pup comes home, the clock is ticking. 
 
Now, one final caveat… what about vaccines?  You may have heard that your puppy should not go 
anywhere until she’s had all of her shots. 
 
You should absolutely be careful!  Diseases like parvo, distemper, and others can be deadly, and 
are unfortunately common in many areas.  But consider this – your puppy will not be fully vaccinated 
until after she’s 4-5 months old.  If you wait until then, you’ve already missed your opportunity. 
 
The American Veterinary Society of Animal Behavior (AVSAB) feels so strongly about this issue that 
they published a position statement on puppy socialization in 2008, stressing that owners should be 
introducing their puppies to new places, people and other dogs prior to completing their  
vaccination series.  In particular, they strongly recommend beginning puppy kindergarten classes 
as early as 7-8 weeks of age.  So, what does this mean for you?  It means to be smart about where 
you take your puppy before she’s fully vaccinated.  I normally recommend avoiding places like dog 
parks, pet stores, and high-traffic public areas where lots of strange dogs are walked.  Instead, visit 
friends with healthy, vaccinated pets.  Go for car rides – visit McDonalds, Starbucks, or the drive-thru 
lane at your bank or pharmacy.  Walk your pup around the block to meet your neighbors.  Invite the 
kids playing outside to say hello. 
 
Just do it before 16 weeks of age.  Someday, when she’s a happy, well-adjusted adult, your puppy 
will thank you for it. 
 
By Jennifer L. Summerfield, DVM CPDT-KA 
http://www.drjensdogblog.com/ 
 

REPRINTED WITH PERMISSION FROM THE AUTHOR 

 

http://www.drjensdogblog.com/socializing-your-puppy-why-later-is-too-late/  

http://avsabonline.org/uploads/position_statements/Puppy_Socialization_Position_download_-_10-4-14.pdf
http://www.drjensdogblog.com/
http://www.drjensdogblog.com/socializing-your-puppy-why-later-is-too-late/
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Thank you to Darla Ailey for the 

chuckle 
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Drum Roll!! 

Sahuaro Sunsets Skippin CJ aka “Bingo” finished his 

Champion title on March 19, 2017 at the Del Sur 

Kennel Club show in California.  He is owned by 

Christina Martinez & Lynn Pinkey. 

 

~ California ~ 

 

UKC CH UR01 COHills Line in the Sand RN BN CGC 

aka “Bad”.  Amanda Hill and her boy Bad earned 

his Beginner Novice title in Marshall TX on May 7, 

2017 with two firsts and a second place. 

 

~ Texas ~ 
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FANTASTIC!!! 

UKC Ch COHills Riding the Edge aka “Edge” earned a 4 point 

major in Bossier City, LA with co-owner Debbie Holmes in 

May.  Edge is also co-owned by Amanda Hill and Barbie  

Trammell.  Also pictured are Amanda Hill and  

UKC GrCh COHills Ride Like The Wind aka “Mariah” and Lexie 

with UKC GrCh COHills Sweet N Sour Sadie aka “Sadie”  

(co-owned by Jennifer Jones and Lexi Foster Jones).  Sadie has 

been totally trained by 9 year old Lexi and she is also  

pursuing Rally.  Mariah is the dam of both. 

 

~ Texas ~ 

UKC GrCh COHills Sweet and Sour Sadie RN aka “Sadie” and 

her lovely little handler Lexi Foster Jones earned their first  

performance title.  Lexi trained Sadie completely by herself!  

The delightful team earned two second placements and a 

first place.  Lexi is also enrolled in the AKC Junior Handler  

program.  Lexie and Sadie attended the UKC Premier n June 

and made two qualifying scores in Rally 1A.  Good job Lexi!!! 

 

~ Texas ~ 
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KUDOS!!! 

UKC CH UR01 COHills Line in the Sand RN BN CGC 

aka “Bad”.  Bred, owned and handled by Amanda 

Hill.  Amanda and Bad attended the UKC Premier 

on June 16-18 and he earned a new weight pull 

title.   Bad qualified all three times by pulling 8 

times his body weight.  He pulled 177 pounds on 

Friday and Saturday, Sunday he pulled 145 pounds.  

Bad-Dog has now added the UWP title to his long 

list of titles. 

 

~ Texas ~ 

UKC Ch URO-1 RPK’s Unwritten Paige at COHills 

aka “Roolz” earned her three qualifying legs to 

achieve her URO-1 title in Rally Obedience at the 

UKC Premier in Michigan. Roolz is owned and  

handled by Amanda Hill.  Bred by Shelly Heist of 

Rat Pack Kennel. 

 

~ Texas ~  
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Congratulations!! 

Send us your brags for next 

quarter’s newsletter! 

MACH Burway Ryder on the Storm CM MXC MJG RATO has 

officially qualified for the AKC National Agility  

Championships to be held in Reno, NV in March 2018.  Ryder 

is owned and handled by Candy Clemente.   

CONGRATULATIONS!!! 

 

~ California ~ 

GCH Felixvilles Skippin CJ Tooloulou aka “Tootie” owned by 

Theda Little and Christina Martinez, handled by Robert 

Chaffin was Best of Breed 3 days straight at the show in 

Wichita, KS and again at the Mid-Continent KC of Tulsa 

show in March and April 2017.   

 

~ California ~ 
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AWESOME!!! 

Francis was adopted from a shelter a year ago.  Last  

September, a groomer friend of ours talked us into going to 

see a Barn Hunt. It looked like fun when we watched on  

Saturday, and they were taking day of show entries, so we 

signed him up for instinct and Novice runs for the next day.  

When we drove home, I said to my friend, “Well, I guess 

he’ll have to learn the tunnel.”  And being a Rat Terrier, he 

did!  Sunday we Q’d in Instinct and he got his first leg of 

Novice (flubbed the second round that day, as always,  

handler  error) and we’ve been hooked ever since.  He got 

his second leg of Novice in November and I felt like I like my 

mind — I adopted some rats and we practice in my  

basement.  He knocked it out of the park at the trial in Ft. 

Dodge, Iowa.  He got his third leg of novice on Friday, 

moved up and got all three legs of open that same  

weekend.  He got three first places in open, his fastest time 

was 28.56 seconds to find two rats, tunnel, and climb.  He 

also got two First in Class in open.  I’m so excited about 

Barn Hunt, can’t wait to go to the next trial!  He’ll be  

looking for four rats, plus have to complete a tunnel with 

two right angles.  There’s no doubt when he alerts, he 

shrieks and scratches at the tube. 

Owned and Handled by Liese VanderBroek 

~Iowa ~ 

 

GG Fasterthanaspeedingbullet aka “Bullet” owned and  

handled by Vera Boyle was Winner’s dog at the Sunflower 

Cluster in Wichita, KS April 6-9th.  Vera is also happy to 

share that he is PLL, PRA, Degenerative Myelopathy, and 

Congenital Hypothyroidism-Normal (Clear).  OFA certified 

normal Cardiac, Dental, and Patella normal at  

13 months of age. 

 

~ Kansas ~ 
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STUPENDOUS!!! 

CH RATITATTS SENORITA LOLITAS LOLLIPOP CD RA 

RATI CGCU aka “Lolly” has added the RL1 to her 

list of titles on April 29.  WCRL is an ADPT rally 

sport.  It is challenging and fun with two trials per 

day.  Owned by Edithmary Stenz and Gretchen A. 

Chambers and handled by Edithmary Stenz. 

 

~ Arizona ~  

AKC/UKC/Int CH River Ridge’s Wicked Good CA 

BCAT aka “Ticket” finished her Rally Novice title 

April 15 at the Peach Blossom Cluster in Perry, GA.  

Ticket also went Best of Breed twice, earned 2 

AKC JWWs legs, and 1 AKC FAST agility leg and 1 

AKC standard agility leg in the same cluster.  She 

needs 1 point for her AKC GCH and is ranked #7 

Rat Terrier in Conformation and #2 Rat Terrier in 

FastCAT.  She has also added AKC NA and NAJ  

titles.  Ticket is owned by Penny Cary, Hosea  

Carpenter, and Stacy McWilliams. 

` Florida ~ 
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TERRIFIC!!! 

MACH4 PACH5 (AKC) C-ATE, C-ATCH9 (CPE) Dragonfly's Shooting Star (lots of other titles in both agility  

venues). This year Stella has been busy - AKC PACH5, CPE Nationals 2017 eight out of nine Q.s and in  

Veteran Games 4th Place in the 12" height, Also in CPE she got her plaque for Lifetime Cumulative Team 

Point award - 15,000 points, In Nosework she is competing in NACSW Level 3 and recently got two Element 

titles - Interiors and Vehicles. To roll back the clock a bit - she was the Number 1 Preferred Rat Terrier in 

AKC Agility, invited to the Invitational 2015 and went, In 2016 invited, but stayed home because I didn't 

want to fly a 12 year old dog across the country and she hated the astro turf .  

Owned and Handled by Vickey Meyer. 

 

~ California ~ 
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This article is copyright of Dogs Naturally Magazine and reproduced with Permission 

 

To view more great articles, visit dogsnaturallymagazine.com  

 

http://www.dogsnaturallymagazine.com/demodectic-mange-in-dogs/ 

http://www.dogsnaturallymagazine.com
http://www.dogsnaturallymagazine.com/demodectic-mange-in-dogs/
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What New Rattitude is About 

Meet Chester, he is approximately 10 years old.   He is 

trustworthy in the house, plays with other dogs, good 

companion for mature children, but not so fond of cats. 

 
We are seeking adoptive homes. You can view our  

available dogs, see several photos and read their full bio 

at:  http://www.newrattitude.org/dogs.htm.   All New  

Rattitude dogs are neutered/spayed, wormed, checked 

for heartworm and on preventative, up to date on  

vaccinations,  and microchipped.  Adoption fee is $175 for 

adult dogs and  $225 for puppies under six months of 

age. 

 

All adoption fees go toward rescue and care of Rat  

Terriers in need. 

 

New Rattitude has many opportunities available to those 

who are able to volunteer a little or a lot of their time and 

energies. We would love to have you join us Simply  

submit a member application found on our site. 

We have a great retail store where you can purchase dog 

toys for less and the money supports the dogs in need.  

New Rattitude is a national, all-volunteer organization that 

rescues and rehomes Rat Terriers and Rat Terrier mixes. 

We are a tax-exempt, non-profit 501(c)3 charitable      

corporation. We were incorporated August 4, 2008, and 

are licensed by the Georgia Department of Agriculture. 

 

 

http://www.newrattitude.org 

Board of Directors 

Terry Beale (Georgia) - President 
Mallory Kratimenos (Illinois) - Vice President  

Susan Beard (North Carolina) - Secretary 
Sue Kangas (Michigan) - Treasurer 

Jennifer Bridwell (Virginia) - Director  
Megan Ransom (Nevada) - Director 

Diane Uithoven (California) - Director  

http://www.newrattitude.org/dogs.htm
http://www.newrattitude.org
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 It’s me, your MARTC reporter puppy Style and today I am interviewing a spunky rat terrier who lives in  
VIRGINIA! 
 
What is your every day name, where do you live and how old are you? So my name is Woody and I am  
almost 9 months old and I live in a little place called Lynchburg, va. I have a cool yard with tunnels to play in 
and we can dig holes and we don't get into too much trouble. Which is great as digging holes is a blast. Me 
and uncle Topper are really good at it. And the other great think is that we have pretty good weather,  
sometimes we get a little snow which is fun but most the times it's just great outside.  
 
What is your super fancy dog show name and who gave you that name? My super fancy name is River Ridge 
Wood U Tri'N Stop Me, so my human mom gave it to me because I think she thought I was going to be really 
fast....I am not really fast but it is hard to stop me as I jus plow other dogs over!  
 
What is the name your mommy calls you when you are super naughty? Woodrow Wilson! I am like wow! A 
president? What ever.  
 
Who are your doggie mommy and daddy? Do you see them often? I live with my dog dad. His name is 
Hunter. He keeps me in line. He is kind of serious. My  mom is Zoey and she lives with another family now and 
I heard I won't be having any more brothers or sisters! Which is cool by me. 
 
Who introduced your mommy and daddy – meaning who is your breeder? Her name is Stacy McWilliams. I 
get to see her some and she even shows me sometimes when I am too naughty. 
 
What is it like where you live? What does it look like outside?  Well it's pretty good weather. Sometimes it 
snows but not a lot, most of the time it's great weather . But I do hate when it rains! We have lots of trees 
and birds and squirrels and deer and rabbits. My dad chase them all and I just watch. 

If you are a rescue dog where did your human family find you? 
Well I am not a rescue dog but I live with a whole bunch. We get new ones here every so often....they call 
them fosters! I hear the name New Rattitude thrown around a lot so that must be where they come from.  
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What kind of dog sports or activity do you like to do? Well I have started training for agility and boy is it fun! 
My dog dad does it and he does pretty good. I moved right out of super beginners class next level right after 
my first class! I like the tunnels the best! Sometimes though I have to get a bath and go stand on a table and 
let strangers touch me! That is not very much fun but people say I am kind of cute so we keep going back. 
 
Which sport / activity are you best at? I think I am best at agility even though I am really new. I think one day 
I may grow up to be a superstar! At least I hope so. I try really hard. 
 
Is there a dog sport or activity that you would love to do, but sadly you or your handler kinda suck at it? If 
so, do you try it anyway? If not, why do you think you are so lucky? Well I would like to try lure coursing I 
think.....my dog dad says it's fun but he said he doesn't like to get too far from human mom so he doesn't do 
too well. Kind of freaks me out if he is scared, I mean he is a grown dog. Once I am 1 year old I think I will try 
it.  
 
Would you like to share any accomplishments, etc with us? You can brag, we are totally OK with that. Well 
I don't have to brag about yet. I did get to go to show big dog shows when I was much young. I just walked 
around and showed off. Now that I have to do the real thing it's not as cool.  
 
What is your FAVORITE reward?  My favorite reward is really any food. I am not picky. Sometimes in agility 
class I steal the whole container of treats and run around with it and no one can catch me. That's when my 
human yells, "Woodrow!". Yikes then I know I am in big trouble. 
 
Who is your handler/ handlers in your various activites? Stacy Zimmerman is my human and she handles 
me. 
 
What do you reward your handler with for a job well done?  Well I try to let her catch me but only if she 
handled me correctly. Sometimes she tells me to do the wrong things, amateurs..... 
 

If you were not a rat terrier what breed do you think you would be and why? 
Hmmmmm, I think I would be a cat actually. They get to get on the table and never get in trouble and they 
have such soft fur. 
 
What do you think is your best asset?  Well, I would like to think it's my brain. I think others opinion may 
differ.  
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What does your human think is your best asset?  Well not my brain, I think she would go with my head as 
well. Sometimes I catch her staring at me, kind of makes me feel uncomfortable but what's a guy going to do.  
 
Do you have any enemies? What do you do if you see that enemy?  Well my gramps got pretty mad at me 
one day and gave me a bit of whooping but I let it go, I mean he is family. I am not a big fan of strangers 
touching me but I wouldn't call them enemies, annoyances maybe but not enemies. I like to treat everyone 
the same, with indifference really. 
 
What is your most embarrassing moment?  Oh, well I think it's when I fell of the table in conformation 
ring....I mean I kind of jumped but it looked more like a fall. Since I haven't been alive as long as my dad I 
don't have many but I will tell you his. He pooped in The agility ring one time! In competition right in front of 
the weave poles, but omg don't tell him I told you! He will take me down!  
 
Have you ever done something that you thought was perfectly fine, but your human thought was super 
yucky, embarrassing or funny?  Well, I am pretty cool and I dont like to do too many bad things. But I do think 
it's funny to run away with my dog sisters tennis ball. She does not think it's funny and then human mom tries 
to catch me but I let her just get close and then run but just a little bit....kind of makes her mad, it makes me 
laugh. 
 
Do you like to wear outfits?  I do enjoy a nice pair of fleece Jammies in the winter. 
 
What would you like to be known for in the rat terrier community?  I think my mind.....I know when people 
and dogs look at me they just see a pretty face but I have a brilliant mind.....I just keep it hidden behind my 
rugged good looks 
 
If you came to my house in LA CA what would you like to do for the weekend? 
Oh dude! Go to the beach! I am sure I would be a great surfer dog!  

 
If I came to your house, what would we do for fun?  We would chase squirrels and then get ice cream and 
maybe go for a hike. Lynchburg is a bit boring. 

Do you have a doggie hero? Someone you look up to or admire?  I admire my dog dad Hunter. He is a good 
dog and never gets in trouble and he is smart. I also like Underdog! Because well he is here to save the day. 
Oh and I like Woody Woodpecker, he is my favorite cartoon. I wish I could laugh like him, alas all I can do is 
bark. 
 
Why do you like being a member of the MARTC? 
Because I get to learn about other cool rat terriers and what they are up to. 

 

 

 

 

Thank you Woody for telling us a bit about yourself. You are one cool dude! I look forward to competing 
against you in the agility ring someday. 
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SENSATIONAL!! 

River Ridge Rocket Man aka “Rocket” is  
already impressing the Judges from the 4-6 
months Beginner Puppy Competition in the 

Freehold, NY cluster.  May 27, he was Best of 
Breed, Group 1st, Best Beginner Puppy in show 

at the Union County Kennel Club show.  May 
28th, he was Best of Breed, Group 1st at the 

Plainfield Kennel Club show. May 29th, he was 
Best of Breed, Group 1st at the Plainfield  

Kennel Club show.  He is owned and handled 
by Loraine Capurso. 

 
~New Jersey ~ 

The PM2 Dog Agility Team of Los Angeles, CA is 
very proud to introduce it's newest team member, 

little puppy STYLE aka BlackWoods She's Got  
Brazile'n Style. Style was born in October of 2017 
and already has earned her AKC STAR Puppy and 
her AKC Canine Good Citizen awards/ titles. Just 

like allthe other dogs in her family, she has started 
her road to an alphabet soup of letters (before 

and after their names) all of which include at least 
one CGC. She is scheduled to take her Farm Dog  

Certified test soon. Wish her luck! 
 

Owned, loved and handled by  
Deborah Harpur. 

 
~ California ~ 

https://www.facebook.com/groups/midatlanticratterrierclub/
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Way to go!!! 

Judith Brecka and Deborah Harpur of Los Angeles, 
are excited to give you something to look forward 
to. Their dog RHETT "Burway Son of the South" is 
the COVER dog for the 2018 Avonside / Pet Prints 
rat terrier calendar. The cover photo was taken by 

Pam Marks of Pawprince studios whose work is 
throughout the calendar. Also in that same  

calendar are some of their relatives, Ryder, Rafa 
and Tierney all of whom got their own month! The  

relatives are also in ANOTHER widely published 
calendar by Browntrout, with Rhett, LCpie, Gigi 
and Rickie Roo all getting their own pages. Both 

calendars are avail for preview and purchase 
through amazon.com - which is where we found 

out about our Cover Boy ! 
 

Picture of cover of Avonside Calendar/Inner photo 
of BrownTrout 2018 and Avonside Calendars. 
Rhett Cover, then LC Rickie Roo and Gigi and  

finally Tierney. 
~ California ~ 
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WOW!!! 

River Ridge’s Devilish Lass CGCA NA aka “Tara”   earned her 1st 2 Q’s in FAST CAT at the Dalmatian Club of American  in Westmin-

ster, MD on April 7.  It is a 100 yard dash like lure coursing and her fastest time was 24.91 mph.   Tara was ranked  6th Nationally of 

all Rat Terriers at that time.  At 18 months old, Tara earned her Novice Standard title at the Weimaraner Club of the Washington 

DC Area trial in Frederick MD on May 21.  Tara earned her first Q in Lure coursing at the Lure Coursing Hounds Assoc of the Mid 

Potomac in Leesburg VA on June 3.  Lure Coursing is a 600 yard course.  Her placements have all  been first places.  Owner and 

handler is Karen McNally.  Lure Coursing photo credit to Terri Keiffer and Mark Baer.  Agility Photo credit:  Terri Keiffer.  

 

~ Maryland ~ 
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AMAZING!!! 

River Ridge’s Made In America CGCA aka “Luke” owned and Handled by Dave McNally.  On April 8 at the Capital Dog Training 

Club, Frederick, MD  Luke earned a Novice Standard Q and 1st place.  On May 21 At the Weimaraner Club of the Washington DC 

Area, Frederick, MD he earned a Novice JWW Q and 1st Place with a smoking 23 second run.  He just began trialing in April.. 

~ Maryland ~ 

UCD UR01 CH Bur-Way I’m Justa Georgi Girl RN Level 2 aka 

“Georgi” owned and handled by Jana Elizalde won the  

Novice B class under Judge Randy Caleb on April 21 at The 

Blue Bonnet Show in Mesquite, TX.  She scored 197.5 in  

Novice and she also placed 2nd in Rally Advanced B.  She 

placed 2nd in the Nation for World Cynosport Rally Level 2 in 

2016 and only needs one leg to complete her  

RATN in Barn Hunt.   

~ Texas ~ 
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EXCEPTIONALEXCEPTIONALEXCEPTIONAL   

GCHB CH River Ridge’s Level of Intrigue NAJ NJP NF OAJ aka “Hunter” earned his Master Jumpers title on 

April 2 at the Greater Monroe Kennel Club Agility Trial and a week later earned his Open FAST title at the 

Danville Kennel Club on April 7.  Hunter has earned numerous Best of Breed in the past three months 

which helped him earn his Bronze GCH title at the Trenton Kennel Club show on May 7.  Hunter also won 

Best of Breed and Group 3 Owner Handled at the Garden State All Terrier show on May 5.  This June he 

earned 3 regular Group 4 placements at the Speedway Classic in Concord, NC and through May 2017 is 

the #1 Owner Handled Rat Terrier with multiple group placements.  He is owned, loved, and handled by 

Stacy Zimmerman. 

 

~ Virginia ~ 

Pyxis 21st Century Fox @ Burway aka “Tierney” of 

Los Angeles, CA earned her first USDAA ribbons 

June 11th at the GO Dog Agility Trail in Oceanside, 

CA.  She is loved by Deborah Harpur and Barbie 

Trammell.  This was her first USDAA trial and she 

had a blast, getting to go for a swim afterwards. 

 

~ California ~ 
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OUTSTANDING!!! 

Crosswind Lindy Hop Swingout RN OF MX MXJ CA 

BCAT aka “Lindy” earned her first FAST CAT title in 

4 runs on April 7, 8 & 9 in Westminster, MD at the 

Dalmation Club of America and Carroll County  

Kennel Club tests.  Her top speed in this 100 yard 

dash was 27.02 MPH.  Lindy is owned and handled 

by Betsy Spilis. 

~ Maryland ~ 

Above:  GCH Cal Val Lily Luna of Sugarloaf was 

Best of Opposite Sex at the Antelope Valley  

Kennel Club show in Pomona, CA under Judge 

Robert J Shreve.  Breeder is Gail Holloway.   

Below: CH Dynamite Snidget of Sugarloaf was  

Select Dog April 22nd and 23rd at the Angeles  

Canyon Dog Club show in City of Industry, CA  

under Judges Johan Becerra Hernandez and Keke 

Kahn.  Breeder is Kacye Yates. 

Both are owned by Barbara and Don Jordan.   

Handled by Barbara Jordan 

~ California ~  
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YOU ROCK!!! 

Pyxis Maple Leaf Wag aka “Maple” is doing very 

well earning her way up to Excellent and Masters 

in AKC.  She has earned 3 QQ’s to date and has 

started competing in USDAA as well, having  

already earned some CASHOLA at a USDAA Trial in 

the steeplechase class.  This past weekend she 

added in a few more blue ribbons to her stash 

winning the starters standard, pairs, jumpers, 

gamblers, and snooker classes at the Go Dog trial 

held in Oceanside, CA. 

Burway Anything Goes aka “Porter”.  Porter Pup is 

still running his little heart out and recently 

earned his MACH 5 in AKC.  Porter got MACH 5 at 

Simi Valley Kennel Club in Camarillo in May.  He 

had a smoking hot Grand Prix run at the Go Dog 

USDAA trial in Oceanside, CA and brought home 

another bye and first place ribbon too. 

The veteran of the group is Mr. Willis with the  

formal name of WILLIS is still running strong at 12 

years old and winning his classes in both AKC and 

USDAA.   

Brags for the Flying Rat Ranch pack of Vista, California 

Owned, trained, handled and loved by Mary Obidinski 
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What is your every day name, where do you live and how old are you?  
My everyday name is Snidget. I am 3 years old and I live in Sugarloaf, CA.  

What is your super fancy dog show name and who gave you that name? My super fancy dog show name is  
Dynamite Snidget of Sugarloaf.  
 
What is the name your mommy calls you when you are super naughty? When I ignore my mommy she says 
SNIDGET very loudly.  

Who are your mommy and daddy? My mommy and daddy are Barbara and Don. My doggie sire is TNT  
Captain Jack Sparrow, dam is TNT's Liberty Belle Star. 
 
Who introduced your mommy and daddy – meaning who is your breeder? Kacye Yates introduced me to my 
mommy and daddy.  

Who introduced your mommy and daddy – meaning who is your breeder? Kacye Yates introduced me to my 
mommy and daddy.  

What is it like where you live? What does it look like outside?  I live in a forest high on a mountain top.  
Sometimes a lot of white stuff falls out of the sky and it is very cold when I walk on it. There are lots of wild 
beasts in the forest here, like coyotes, bears and mountain lions.  There isn't any grass here and there are a lot 
of really tall trees. 
 
What kind of dog sports or activity do you like to do?  I take part in conformation now.  

Which sport / activity are you best at? I am best at rat and mouse catching, with an occasional chipmunk 
thrown in. 

Is there a dog sport or activity that you would love to do?  I don't know how good my mommy and me 
would be at barn hunt, but I would like to try it. 

Would you like to share any accomplishments, etc with us?  I am an AKC and UKC Champion in  
conformation. 
 
What is your FAVORITE reward?  My very favorite reward is getting lovings from my mommy.  

Who is your handler/ handlers in your various activities? My mommy handles me. 
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What do you reward your handler with for a job well done?  I give her lots of kisses to reward her for her 
hard work handling me. 

If you were not a rat terrier what breed do you think you would be and why?  I guess if I were not a rat  
terrier, I might be a fox terrier.  
 
What do you think is your best asset?  I think my humans think I am just really cute. I think my best asset is 
that I give really good kisses. 

What does your human think is your best asset?  I think my best asset is that I give really good kisses. 

Do you have any enemies? What do you do if you see that enemy?  I have raccoon enemies. My rattie pack 
helps me tree them. 

What is your most embarrassing moment?  I was really embarrassed when I was little and the fan scared me. 
Now I know it is just a fan. 

Have you ever done something that you thought was perfectly fine, but your human thought was super 
yucky, embarrassing or funny?  My humans didn't appreciate me throwing the chipmunk up into the air over 
and over again. I thought it was really fun and a great thing to do. 

Do you like to wear outfits?  I DO NOT wear outfits! I don't even wear a coat in the winter. 

What would you like to be known for in the rat terrier community?  I really hope everyone I meet in the rat 
terrier community remembers me as a lover. 

If you came to my house in LA CA what would you like to do for the weekend?  If I ever visit with you, I 
would like to meet a whole lot of other ratties. 

If I came to your house, what would we do for fun?  If you came to my house we could chase squirrels  
together. 
Do you have a doggie hero or someone you look up to?I really look up to lots of my rattie friends that do 
agility. They are super heroes! 

Why do you like about MARTC?  I like seeing how happy my mommy is when she reads the MARTC  
newsletter and all the other things on the MARTC 
 
Thank you Snidget for giving me some of your time today. It's really great to learn a bit about you and to get 
know you.  Ratties Rule!  
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It’s me, Puppy Style and I am reporting live from my office in Los Angeles, CA. Today I am talking with my pals 
Whiskey  (an AHT Coated) and Brewtus (Rat Terrier). I must say I am so happy that Whiskey is feeling up to 
this interview, I know he’s been VERY sick. Lets not focus on that though, and see what these two have to 
say. 

What is your every day name, where do you live and how old are you?    W: Hi Puppy Style! My names 
Whiskey and my brother from another father is named Brewtus. My mom calls me a Rattie but my dad was 
naked so idk what she's talking about! We live in Souderton Pennsylvania but my mom and dad have been 
packing a lot of boxes so I don't know where we are going to go! I just turned 9 and my big bro Brewtus is a 
year older! 

What is your super fancy dog show name and who gave you that name?   B: Dog show? What's a dog show? 
Is that where my mom always goes with her favorite cow looking dog? We have nicknames. Mine are Brew, 
Brewface, Brewman, and Brewtie. They call Whiskey, Bottoms a lot! 

What is the name your mommy calls you when you are super naughty? B: Mom doesn't use nicknames 
when she's being serious.. she often yells BREWTUS OLSEN when she wants my attention. I only listen when I 
want. 

Who are your mommy and daddy?  W: My mommy is the best mommy ever. She feeds me.. and walks me... 
she also feeds me.. and then we go on car rides ... but I am most happy when she feeds me. She is Jackie and 
my daddy is Justin. Daddy likes to help keep my skin clean and he tells me how much he loves me when mom-
my isn't around. Daddy doesn't feed me tho.. that's why I like mommy more. 

Do you see them often?  W: Always. When mom and dad are away sometimes this nice lady Theresa comes 
to love me and take me potty. Mom doesn't take me everywhere anymore cus she says I can't handle it but 
she stays home with me more now. I like when she's home. 

Who introduced your  DOGGIE mommy and daddy – meaning who is your breeder?   B & W: We were born 
in State college PA at Trisha's house. Trisha was Moms friend from work at the super fun pet resort! I met my 
mom when I was 4 months old. She took me home from the pet resort and never brought me back. Then she 
had to get my brother to keep me company a year later.. whatever! 

What is it like where you live? What does it look like outside?  B: it's pretty nice where we live but some-
times it snows and I want to stay inside. The yard is open for us to run around with lots of bushes to pee on. I 
want to chase the squirrels and the cat on the other side of the fence! 
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What kind of dog sports or activity do you like to do?   B: I like chasing balls and bringing them back to mom. 
I'll chase sticks too! But balls are my favorite. I also like to do tricks. Mom gives me treats for tricks. Her  
favorite trick I do is play dead when she says bang! She makes me do it a lot! W: I'm not a fan of sports. But I 
do like doing tricks for food. I'll do anything for food! 
 
Which sport / activity are you best at?  B: I'm really good at killing toys and playing fetch, does that count? 

Is there a dog sport or activity that you would love to do?  B: Mom always wanted to do agility and flyball 
with me but now my back leg gets sore and mommy doesn't want me to jump. I know she is just protecting 
me but I like to jump and run anyway. 

Would you like to share any accomplishments, etc with us? You can brag, we are totally OK with that.   
W: Mommy makes a big deal about me getting better since the scary hospital place. She said I had something 
called Pnumonia but all I know is it was hard to breathe and I had no energy. Mom says that I am a miracle so 
I think that's pretty pawesome!   
 
I know that you were super duper sick Whiskey and your hair got all funny. What was up with that?   
W: I was diagnosed with pemphigus foliaceus.  
 
What the heck does that mean?  W: It means I got an itchy flaky skin rash that made me lose all my hair. 
Let’s not focus on that today OK? I am doing much better and I’m sure there’s other stuff people want to 
know about me.  

What is your FAVORITE reward?   W&B: All the FOOD! 

Who is your handler/ handlers in your various activites?  B&W: Mommy trains us. Daddy snuggles with us. 

What do you reward your handler with for a job well done?  W: Mommy likes kisses as a reward. 

If you were not a rat terrier what breed do you think you would be and why?  W: well I'm a coated AHT so I 
think I would be a Rat Terrier because my Brother is one. B: I would be a border collie because they are fast 
and like balls too. 

What do you think is your best asset?  B: My soft fur that humans like to pet. W: I hypnotize humans to give 
me food. 

What does your human think is your best asset?  B: Something called personality? W: Hey! They like my  
personality best too!! 
 
Do you have any enemies?  B: Jaxson.. he's always trying to take my toys and play with me. I don't play with 
him. I like Skyy.. 
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What do you do if you see that enemy?  B: I stare at him and growl. He doesn't understand me. 

What is your most embarrassing moment?   B: mom put these camp PJs on me.. I wouldn't even get up so I 
could hide from my brothers and sister. 

Have you ever done something that you thought was perfectly fine, but your human thought was super 
yucky, embarrassing or funny?   B: I peed on 4 people in one day! I still think it's funny. 

Do you like to wear outfits?  W: I love my PJs and Santa outfit! I also make a great T-Rex or Rastafarian! 

What would you like to be known for in the rat terrier community?  B: I want to be known for killing the 
most stuffies in the shortest time frame! W: I think I'm known for having all the bestest friends! Mom says 
they are from all over the world and they sent me toys treats and sweaters to help me get better! 

If you came to my house in LA CA what would you like to do for the weekend?  W: mom says your family 
gets something called in n out burger. I think I'd like to eat there all weekend. 

If I came to your house, what would we do for fun?  B: we would make sure Jaxson can't get any of the toys 
W: we would go to the river and hang with all our friends.  

Why do you like being a member of the MARTC?  W: I like talking to other rat terriers like you! Martc doesn't 
care that I'm an AHT and I get to meet so many cool Rat Terriers! 

 

Thank you Brewtus and Whiskey for visiting with me today. I sure hope you both get everything you dream 
of. – Puppy Style.  
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Jackie Maye Olsen 
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As an IRS 501c3 non-profit organization, MARTC has partnered with Amazon Smile. Members as well as family and friends 

may  support the club  by signing into Amazon through smile.amazon.com and selecting Mid-Atlantic Rat Terrier Club as 

their non-profit  designation. Make purchases on Amazon via the smile.amazon.com link and Amazon will give a  

percentage of the proceeds to the club. Amazon customers are not charged for this. It's Amazon's way to support          

non-profits. So, we hope that you will consider choosing MARTC as your designated non-profit to support.  

http://smile.amazon.com/
http://smile.amazon.com/
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Please send your oldies 

but goodies to us for the 
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The Art of  Amanda Hall  

“YowYowtails”  

The “eyes” say it ALL 

CHECK OUT 

Amanda’s  

Facebook art 

page: 

www.facebook.com/

Yowyowtails 

And Bogart’s 

blog at: https://

www.facebook.com/

RosethornTerriers 

http://www.facebook.com/Yowyowtails
http://www.facebook.com/Yowyowtails
https://www.facebook.com/RosethornTerriers
https://www.facebook.com/RosethornTerriers
https://www.facebook.com/RosethornTerriers
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This page is reserved as a memorial for the special 

dogs that we lose.  If you have had a loss and would 

like your dog honored here, please contact us. 
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We would love to share your story about being 

an exhibitor here … 

 

Contact me at midatlanticrtc@cox.net 

mailto:midatlanticrtc@cox.net
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We hope that you have enjoyed reading our newsletters and are finding them helpful, enjoyable, and worthy 

of archiving on your computer for future reference.   

Please consider joining our MARTC family and developing friendships with people who share a common    

interest in the Rat Terrier breed at all levels and becoming a part of the work to continue to help the breed 

grow and prosper within AKC rules and guidelines.    

While MARTC is not an AKC affiliated club at this time, it is the hope and future goal to become an AKC      

Specialty Club.  As has been mentioned previously in this newsletter, you can become a member and not live 

in the Mid-Atlantic region.  How exciting it is to anticipate the growth of a club with the goals of benefitting 

the breed, educating the public, and developing friendships all across the country!!  

We welcome people who participate in conformation, agility, barn hunt, lure coursing, rally, obedience and 

any other venues with this delightful breed.  More importantly, we welcome people who have the pets that 

never compete in any venue because, for all of us, our dogs are pets first and the rest is frosting on top.  

Old and new members will be welcomed and appreciated.  Let’s set the goal together of developing an   

awesome platform from which to promote our breed!!!    

https://www.facebook.com/groups/midatlanticratterrierclub/ 
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Don’t forget to send us your fun photos to include in future issues of our newsletter. 
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The End 

. . . . . 

See you next issue!! 

If you would like to see your favorite 

“end” here send us the photo to consider 

for future issues of the newsletter. 

Thank you … Thank you!!!  To our many contributors who help make our     

newsletter a success.  Your contributions are greatly appreciated and valued. 


